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Numerous rotational lines in the B%+(v’ = 0)-X*Z+(o” = 0) band system of CaH and the 
A211&u’ = O)-X*Z(u” = 0) subband system of SrH have been recorded at sub-Doppler resolution 
using the technique of intermodulated fluorescence. The recorded spectra exhibit a small splitting 
associated with magnetic hype&e interactions in both the ground and the excited electronic 
states. An analysis of the excited state contributions was performed and the results were interpreted 
in terms of the possible nature of the electronic wavefunction. The results suggest that the effective 
Hamiltonian needs to be modified in order to give qualitative agreement for the A-doubling type 
magnetic hyperfme parameter. The determined hyperfme parameters for the B22+ state are con- 
sistent with the current theoretical interpretation of the nature of this state. o 1987 Academic 

Press. Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The group IIA (Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba) hydrides and halides have played an important 
role in the development of molecular spectroscopy and quantum chemistry. These 
compounds are characterized by strong visible transitions whose associated energy 
level pattern can be attributed to spin-orbit, spin-rotation, and magnetic hyperfine 
interactions. In addition, a low-lying state in the hydrides is thought to exhibit a double 
minimum potential surface (I, 2). These molecules are responsible for notable features 
in stellar emission spectra (3) and have been the subject of interstellar molecular 
searches (4). 

The nature of the low-lying electronic states of the group IIA halides and hydrides 
are roughly described as having an electron in a metal-centered hybridized atomic 
orbital outside the M++ and X- filled orbitals. The hybridized orbital is primarily a 
linear combination of the ns, np, and (n - 1)d atomic orbitals, where n is the largest 
principal quantum number for the highest energy occupied orbital of the metal. This 
simple one-electron model was initially employed in the interpretation of the matrix 
isolated ESR results (5) and has been modified to predict additional properties of the 
gas phase compound (6-9). Quantitative agreement among the simple one-electron 
model and detailed ab initio calculations (10) and experiments has been achieved for 
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the halides but lack of pertinent experimental data has limited the comparisons for 
the hydrides. 

An analysis of magnetic hyperfine effects, which are a consequence of the interaction 
of any nonzero nuclear spin angular momentum with nonzero electronic angular 

momentum, provides a particularly sensitive means of testing the electronic models. 
Here we report on the results of an analysis of the features in the A211,,2(2r’ = O)- 
X*Z+(U” = 0) subband system of SrH and the B*Z+(u’ = 0)-X*Z+(u” = 0) band system 

of CaH recorded with sub-Doppler resolution and an interpretation of the excited 
state magnetic hyperfme interactions. Recent spectroscopic studies of gas phase CaH 
include the rotational analysis of the emission spectrum (II) and the laser-excited 
fluorescence study of perturbations in the A*II and B2Z+ states (12). Recently, the gas 
phase visible emission spectrum of SrH has been recorded by Fourier transform spec- 
troscopy and a deperturbation of the A*lI/B’Z+ interactions was performed (13). The 
matrix isolated ESR measurements for both SrH and CaH were obtained some time 
ago (14). A detailed SCF-CISD calculation for CaH has also been reported (15). 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The alkaline earth monohydrides were produced in a flowing gas reaction chamber 
via the reaction of the metal vapor with anhydrous formic acid. The metal vapor was 
generated by resistively heating the solid metal sample in the presence of an argon 
carrier gas. The total pressure in the reaction chamber was maintained at - 1.5 Torr 
with a flow rate of a few liters/set. Under these conditions a weak reddish chemilu- 
minescence was observed which, when dispersed, could be attributed to the hydride 
and hydroxide compounds (26). The ratio of the hydride to hydroxide chemilumi- 
nescence was greatly reduced if a small amount of water was introduced into the 
reaction chamber. 

The optical arrangement for the inter-modulated fluorescence (IMF) experiments 
has been given previously (I 7). Briefly, the output from a continuous wave dye laser 
was divided into two portions of nearly equal intensity and counter propagated colin- 
early through the sample. Each portion of the beam was amplitude modulated and a 
signal at the sum of the modulation frequencies was sought in the laser-exited fluo- 
rescence. The SrH experiments were recorded in the early stages of the research with 
a Coherent Model 699-29 dye laser operating with Pyridine and pumped with 6 W of 
488-nm radiation producing 250 mW of tunable radiation in the 745- to 751~nm 
spectral range. The wavelengths of the radiation were determined with the internal 
wavemeter of the laser system. The CaH measurements were recorded with a Coherent 
Model 699-21 dye laser operating DCM and pumped with 5 W of 48%nm radiation 
which produced 250 mW of tunable radiation in the desired 627- to 635~nm spectral 
region. The absolute wavelength calibration for the CaH measurements was made by 
simultaneously recording the I2 absorption spectrum (18). In both sets of experiments, 
the transmission of a l-m thermally stabilized confocal etalon, whose FSR had been 
calibrated by measuring the sub-Doppler I2 features (2 9), was used to measure relative 
frequency changes. In the SrH measurements, the IMF and etalon transmission signals 
were recorded and stored with the associated data processing system of the laser. In 
the CaH measurements, the IMF, etalon transmission, and I2 absorption signals were 
recorded and processed with a laboratory microcomputer. 
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FIG. 1. The QR,2(8.5) branch feature in the A2f11,2(~’ = O)-X*Z+(u” = 0) subband of SrH as measured by 
intermodulated fluorescence. The small splitting is due to the proton magnetic hyperfme interactions. 

III. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION 

A total of 24 features in the AZII,,2(~’ = O)-X22+(v” = 0) subband of SrH and 12 
features in the B2Z+(v’ = 0)-X’Z+(v” = 0) band system of CaH were recorded at sub- 
Doppler resolution. In Figs. 1 and 2 the IMF and etalon transmission signals for the 
QR r2( 8.5) branch feature of SrH and the Rz( 5 S) branch feature for CaH are illustrated 
and represent typical recordings. The two partially resolved lines are a result of a 
splitting of the energy levels associated with the branch features arising from the mag- 
netic hyperfine interaction between the unpaired electron and the proton nuclear spin 
(I = 4). The quantum number assignments were straightforward based on the Doppler- 
limited analyses (20, 21) and the relative intensities of the two peaks. 

The linewidths were laser-power dependent and the laser beam was slightly defocused 
in the CaH measurements to produce better resolution. A deconvolution process using 
two Lorentzian lineshapes with adjustable intensities and relative positions was used 
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FIG. 2. The R,(5.5) branch feature in the B%+(u = O)-X’Z+(u” = 0) band of CaH as measured by 
intermodulated fluorescence. The small splitting is due to the proton magnetic hyperfme interactions. 
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to accurately determine the splitting of the hyperfine components of the line. Linewidths 
of 85 MHz (FWHM) for SrH and 70 MHz (FWHM) for CaH were used in the de- 
convolution. The determined quantum number assignments and the difference between 
observed and calculated splittings are presented in Table I and Table II for SrH and 
CaH, respectively. 

The measured features are not known to be heterogeneously perturbed and therefore 
an effective Hamiltonian approach was used as described previously (22). The magnetic 
hyperfine contributions to the Hamiltonian are 

Hhfs = aI,L, + &I . S + 1/3c( 31& - I . S) - 1/2d(S+I+ + S-I_), (1) 

TABLE I 

Hyperfme Splitting of Features in the A211j12(v’ = O)-X2Z’(u” = 0) Subband System 
of H-l as Measured by IMF 

Optical 
Branch 
Line 

Assignmenta 
Lower lyper 
F' F" F" 

Observed 
Splitting 
(MHz) 

Obs-calcb 
(MHz) 

Pl(1.5) 

Pl(2.5) 

Pl(3.5) 

Pl(5.5) 

Pl(7.51 
P1(10.5) 

Pl(11.5) 

Pl(14.5) 

Pl(15.5) 

Pl(17.5) 

Pl(18.5) 

Pp12(‘.51 

pQ12(2*5) 

PQl2C3.5) 

PQlZ(5.5) 

Ql(cJ.51 

01(2.5) 

Q1(13.5) 

&12(1.5) 

+12(2.5) 

0~12(3.5) 

0~1218.5) 

~~~~(12.5) 

~~(2.5) 

23 12 109 -5 

34 23 105 -5 

45 34 118 10 

67 56 122 18 

a9 78 100 -4 

11 12 10 11 102 -1 

12 13 11 12 107 5 

15 lb 14 15 103 1 

lb 17 15 lb 83 -17 

18 19 17 18 124 24 

19 20 18 19 92 -7 

11 22 113 20 

22 33 76 -18 

33 44 80 -15 

55 66 a9 -7 

11 00 158 -12 

33 22 100 -12 

14 14 13 13 98 -3 

21 32 107 lb 

32 43 95 2 

43 54 89 -5 

9 8 10 9 92 -4 

13 12 14 13 116 20 

43 32 125 13 

RMS 7 MHz 

a Total angular momentum quantum number assignment: "Lower" (UpperJ refers to the 
pst (highest) frequency components of the spectral features (see Figure IJ. 

Results from fit to excited state magnetic hyperfine constants. All other 
parameters held fixed. 
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TABLE I1 

Hypefine Splitting of Features in the B’X+(u = O)-X28’(u” = 0) Band System 
of CaH as Measured by IMF 

Optical 
Branch 
Line 

Assignmenta Observed Obs-calcb Obs-calcc 

Lower upper Splitting (MHz1 We) 
F' F" F' F" (MHz) 

Pl(1.5) 12 0 1 92.8 -3.8 5.2 

Rl(2.5) 2 3 12 98.5 6.5 9.9 

Rl(5.5) 5 6 4 5 86.8 -1.0 3.2 

pl(6.5) 6 7 5 6 89.3 2.1 3.1 

RL(7.5) 7 8 6 7 86.9 0.0 1.7 

p2C5.5) 4 5 5 6 80.9 -1.5 -3.0 

P2C6.5) 5 6 6 7 81.0 -1.0 -2.1 

p2t7.5) 6 7 7 a 79.1 -0.5 -5.2 

RL(1.5) 3 2 2 1 109.2 6.4 9.8 

Rl(5.5) 7 6 6 5 88.8 0.1 1.4 

R2Cl.5) 2 1 3 2 74.5 -1.4 -3.8 

R2t5.5) 6 5 7 6 80.8 0.6 -1.8 

RMS = 4 MHz 5 MHz 

a Total angular momentum quantum number assignment: "Lower" (upper) refers to the 

lowest (highest) frequency components of the spectral features (see Figure 2). 

b Results from a fit to excited state magnetic hyperfine constants bF and c. 
All other parameters held fixed. 

' Results from fit to excited state magnetic hyperfine constant c. All other 
parameters held fixed. 

where a, bF, c, and d are the orbital, Fermi contact, dipolar, and hdoubling type 
magnetic hypetine constants, respectively (23). All four contributions are nonzero 
for a *Ii state while only the Fermi contact and dipolar terms exist for a 2E+ state. 
The hyperfme constants are related to the electronic wavefunctions through the ex- 
pectation value expressions 

(2) 

b/Hz= PO/~ 2 &?,pBgNk‘N(@id(ri))s* (3) 

cIHz= d4rh C $gip&N/LN(+i(3 COS%i- 1)/r;),, (4) 
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in the usual notation with 4 = si * S/&Y + 1) and Bi an ri are the spherical polar 
coordinates of the open shell electrons with respect to the nuclei with nonzero spin. 
The Fermi contact term is designated as bF. The subscripts I and s on the expectation 
values denote the fact that the spin and orbital angular momentum are not necessarily 
carried by the same electron. 

A nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure was developed which determines energies 
based on estimated hyperfine parameters, calculates the splittings, and predicts cor- 
rections to the initial estimates of the parameters. For computational simplicity, all 
calculations were performed in a case a, basis set. The complete 4 X 4 matrix for the 
2Z+ state and 8 X 8 matrix for the 211 state for each possible F value was constructed 
and diagonalized. Initially, it was assumed that the splitting of the optical branch 
features was solely a result of the interactions in the ground electronic state. A fit of 
the data to this model produced reasonably good results as judged by the rms deviation 
but with values of bF = 19 l( 10) MHz and bF = 169(8) MHz for SrH and CaH, re- 
spectively, which compare poorly with the matrix isolated values (8) of bF = 122 and 
bF = 135 MHz. A closer examination of the spectra for branch features which connect 
to common levels in the ground state indicated that there were systematic differences. 
In addition, the recent gas phase results for MgH (24) would indicate that the matrix 
shift for the group IIA hydrides is small. Therefore, the ground state magnetic hypetfine 
parameters were held fixed to the values determined from the ESR data and excited 
hyperhne parameters were determined. The quality of the data is insufficient to si- 
multaneously determine all of the constants. Various one- and two-parameter fits were 
performed. The results are presented in Table III. 

The u, bF, and c contributions to the hyperfme energies for a ‘IIii2 spin-orbit com- 
ponent rapidly decrease as a function of increasing rotational angular momentum, 
whereas the d contribution remains nearly constant. Therefore, it was necessary to 
include d in the fits. Inclusion of additional parameters did not substantially improve 
the quality of the fit of the SrH data. A two-parameter fit of the CaH data was marginally 
accomplished, producing an error estimate for & which was larger than the determined 
value. The results would indicate that !+ is small and negative. As indicated by the 
large correlation coefficient for the two-parameter fit (>0.988), nearly comparable fits 
were obtained fitting to only & or c. The fit to c was preferred because of a slightly 
smaller variance. A fit to bF produced a value of -3 l(6) MHz. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The hyperfine interactions in the A’II 1,2 and B22’ states of SrH and CaH, respec- 
tively, are small, in qualitative agreement with the notion that the unpaired electron 
is in a nonbonding orbital centered on the alkaline earth nucleus (Table III). The 
negative d value is unexpected because all of the quantities in Eq. (5) are positive for 
a configuration with a single unpaired electron. Similar inconsistencies in sign were 
observed,for the excited state of CuF (25), ScO (26), and BaI (27) while consistent 
values were determined for the ground states of CuO (28) and CH (29, 30). A possible 
explanation is that the “true” value of d is contaminated, by higher-order terms which 
have the same quantum number dependence. The fact that the known discrepancies 
involve only excited states favor this explanation. An extension of the effective Ham- 
iltonian to include such contributions is now underway. 
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TABLE 111 

Hyperfme Parameters for the A211(u’ = 0) State for SrH and the B2Z+(u = 0) State of CaH” 

SrH 
(MHz) 

a - 

bf - 

c - 

d -95[12) 

CaH 
(MHz) 

Fit 1 Fit 2 

bF -9(17) 

C 74(20) 102(4) 

Correlation Matrix 

bF c 

bF 1.00 0.988 

c 0.988 1.00 

a The results of fitting the observed splitting to excited state 
hyperfine parameters holding fine structure and rotational parameter 
fixed to the gas phase optically determined values and the ground state 
hyperfine to those of the matrix isolated ESR determined values. The 
numbers in parentheses represent a 80% confidence estimate. 

Quantitative interpretation of the B22+(v = 0) state hyperfine parameters is possible. 
The ab initio calculation (15) predicts that the important configurations for the B2Z+ 
state are 

6a280 (6) 

6u7a2 (7) 

&7&r, (8) 

with the 6a orbital being essentially a 1s atomic orbital on H, the 70 being the linear 
combination 4s(65%), 4p(31%), and 3d( I%), and the 8cr being the linear combination 
4s(4.3%), 4p(23%), and 3u’(71%) both centered on Ca. The relative weights of config- 
urations 6, 7, and 8 are 0.92, 0.01, and 0.02, respectively. These values can be used 
along with the ground state atomic hydrogen Fermi contact parameter (1420 MHz) 
to predict a value of - 35 MHz for b(B2Z+). Our analysis would indicate that &(B2E:‘) 
is small and negative. Spin polarization contributions could explain the discrepancy. 

A numerical calculation using a single zeta basis set that included an s-orbital, a 
set of p-orbital and a set of d-orbital functions to approximate the valence atomic 
orbitals of Ca was performed. The expectation value of the operator of Eq. (4) over 
these atomic basis sets was calculated for the internuclear distance fixed at the exper- 
imentally determined value (II). A c(B*Z’) = 115 MHz is estimated when atomic 
expectation values were combined with the coefficients for the linear combination of 
the atomic orbitals (15) used to approximate the molecular orbital. This is in good 
agreement with the experimentally determined value (c(B22’) = 104(2) MHz). 

Improvements in the resolution of the IMF technique or possibly the results of an 
excited state microwave-optical double-resonance experiment could produce well-de- 
termined magnetic hyperfme parameters for these molecules. The demonstrated 
method of production of the alkaline earth monohydrides with formic acid is weI 
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suited for fbture spectroscopic investigations because of the relatively low temperatures 
and pressures. 
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